Important feature of chaotic transitions is a self-organization that presents a spontaneous order arising in a system when certain parameters of the system reach critical values. Recent findings suggest that these principles may implicate new concepts for understanding consciousness and cognition. Self-organization may produce random-like processes that could explain "randomness" in neural synchronization related to cognitive functions and consciousness, and also in mental disorganization related to psychopathological phenomena.
INTRODUCTION
History of nonlinear mathematics which describes the socalled chaotic phenomena and complexity in nature has its roots in the last years of 19 th century. The concept of dynamical chaos was for the first time developed by French mathematician Henri Poincaré (1854 Poincaré ( -1912 , who studied predictability in a system behavior and found that chaotic randomness does not mean a true randomness because it is caused by unpredictability and sensitivity with respect to stimuli that influence system behavior and determine disproportional changes. The sensitivity is related to the quality of prediction of a system's behavior regarding an information loss over time that leads to decrease in the accuracy of prediction of later system's development. In his "Science and method" (p. 68) Poincaré wrote: "A very small, unnoticeable cause can determine a visible very large effect; in this case we claim that this effect is a product of random. . . However, even if the natural laws were perfectly known, we will ever be able to know the initial conditions with some approximation. If this allows us to know the future with the same approximation that is all we want. We will say that the phenomenon is foreseeable, that it is governed by laws; however this is not always the case, it is possible that very small initial differences lead to very large one in the final state. . ."
Chaos theory and biological systems
Later development of the chaos theory initiated by Edward Lorenz in 1961 has led to comprehensive discovery of chaotic phenomena with applications in many fields of scientific research such as in physics, meteorology, astronomy, economy and about 100 years after Poincare's discovery also in the field of neuroscience and psychology. Aim for using this method in the field of neuroscience and psychology similarly as in other disciplines is the understanding of relatively short periods in the behavior of a system which are extremely sensitive to very little changes (the so-called sensitivity on initial conditions). In this context recent that in a real brain are deterministic causal mechanisms of behavior simultaneously active with chaotic generation of behavioral patterns and their dominance changes during the time (Kantz & Schreiber, 1997; Birbaumer et al., 1995) . The theory of nonlinear dynamical systems and chaos theory deals with deterministic systems that exhibit complex and seemingly random behavior. This interdisciplinary area of science influenced also research in physiology because of the complexity of living systems (Elbert et al., 1994; Dokoumetzidis et al., 2001; Freeman, 1991 Freeman, , 2000 Freeman, , 2001 . The values of the measured properties of many physiological systems look random and their determinants are often unknown because of high complexity of the factors affecting the phenomena under consideration in physiological research (Elbert et al., 1994; Freeman, 2000; Dokoumetzidis et al., 2001; Korn & Faure, 2003) . Main idea of randomness relies on the concept that every complex system has a large number of degrees of freedom which cannot be directly observed and are manifested through the system's fluctuations (Elbert et al., 1994; Dokoumetzidis et al., 2001; Freeman, 1991 Freeman, , 2000 Freeman, , 2001 . Recent research shows that the chaotic deterministic dynamical systems display the random-like behavior often indistinguishable from pure random processes (Elbert et al., 1994; Dokoumetzidis et al., 2001) . In this context the concept of self-organization has been proposed because the chaotic dynamics tends to produce a spontaneous order and patterns of organization in the physiological systems (Elbert et al., 1994; Freeman, 2001; Dokoumetzidis et al., 2001; Korn and Faure, 2003) . The self-organization patterns typically are linked to instability states that may enable a new mode of behavior. The sudden phase transitions called bifurcations represent a form of system's behavior which is deterministic and in the state space of the system's behavior is compressed to a subset called the attractor (Elbert et al., 1994; Freeman, 2001; Dokoumetzidis et al., 2001 ). In the physics state (or phase) space means the abstract multidimensional space in which every possible state of the system corresponds to a unique point in the space that may be visualized by state space diagram. The number of dimensions or parameters of this space represents degree of freedom of the system and every dimension may be represented as axis. For example mechanical system may be described by all possible values of position and momentum or in the thermodynamics states or phases of a chemical system may be described as function of pressure, temperature or composition (Elbert et al. 1994; Dokoumetzidis et al. 2001) . Complex macrosystem such as living organism may be therefore described by many state functions such as temperature, blood pressure, electrical activity, for example EEG, ECG, electrodermal activity (EDA) and also other physiological, behavioral or cognitive characteristics (Elbert et al., 1994) .
Chaos, brain and cognition
Although this nonlinear mathematical approach to the socalled chaotic phenomena and complexity in nature has its roots in the Poincare's work in the last years of 19 th century, its application to the field of psychology and neuroscience is relatively new. Aim for using this method is the understanding of relatively short periods in the behavior of a system which are extremely sensitive to very little changes (the so-called sensitivity to initial conditions). This sensitivity during critical times characterizes initiation of new trends in the system's evolution which later emerge as very different macroscopic patterns of neural activity and mental processes (Elbert et al, 1994; Freeman, 1983 Freeman, , 1991 Freeman, , 2000 Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2002; Faure & Korn 2001; Globus & Arpaia 1994; Korn & Faure 2003) . Chaotic transitions probably emerge in a wide variety of cognitive phenomena and possibly may be linked to specific changes during development of mental disorders such as depression or schizophrenia (Korn & Faure, 2003; Melancon & Joanette, 2000; Gottschalk et al., 1995; Barton, 1994; Huber et al., 1999; Paulus & Braff, 2003) , and might underlie psychological hypersensitivity to outside stimuli and their pathological processing. A possible role of chaotic transitions in psychopathology was proposed also for dissociative states that present discontinuities in mental life and there are several hypotheses which link the dissociation to critical chaotic shifts of discrete behavioral states (Putnam, 1997) and underlying competitive neural assemblies which form mental representations of dissociated states (Bob, 2003 (Bob, , 2007 with the resulting self-organization of behavioral patterns during critical periods (Pediaditakis, 1992; Sel, 1997) . According to Freeman chaos underlies the ability of the brain to respond flexibly to the outside world and to generate novel activity patterns, including those that are experienced as fresh ideas. Chaos thus expresses the underlying unpredictable order of attractors and enables the complex behavior of the brain (Freeman, 1991; 2000; Skarda and Freeman, 1987) . On the psychological level these neurophysiological processes probably correspond to prototypes of intentional behavior (likely located in the limbic system) (Freeman, 2001) . Chaos in the brain may implicate the degree of unpredictability of mental and behavioral events which is in accordance with the extent of variations in the space-time patterns of the activity of chaotic systems (Freeman, 1999) . The discovery of chaos has also profound implications for the study of brain functions as a dynamic system that has a collection of attractors which forms an "attractor landscape" in the web of synaptic connections modified by prior learning (Skarda & Freeman, 1987) corresponding to intentional archetypes (Freeman, 2000) .
These intentional archetypes as pre-existing chaotic fluctuations are enhanced by input, forcing the selection of a new macroscopic state and the attractor determines the response. Conceptually, the linear view proposed by stimulus-response reflex determinism is not appropriate for the dynamics that leads to nonlinear chain of cause and effect from stimulus to response that is present during chaotic brain processes (Freeman, 1999) . In these chaotic self-organizing systems is "linear causality" replaced by "circular causality" that represents a concept useful for describing multilevel interactions between microscopic neurons in assemblies and the macroscopic emergent state variable that organizes them. Circular causality can serve as the framework for explaining the operation of awareness and intentional action when the multimodal macroscopic synchronized patterns converge simultaneously into the limbic system, and the results of integration over time and space are simultaneously returned to all of the sensory systems (Freeman, 1999) . Together recent data suggest that chaotic-like cognition could be related to chaotic brain processes that might be a cause of random-like disorganization in mental processes. These changes in the chaotic dynamics might represent specific characteristics of dissociative states and chaoticlike cognition in schizophrenia and it raises the question about a conceptual nature of the chaotic states in mental life and cognition. CONCLUSION Important feature of chaotic transitions is a selforganization that means the spontaneous order arising in a system when certain parameters of the system reach critical values (Isaacs et al. 2003) and this may implicate new concepts for understanding consciousness and cognition. For example, in brain simulation studies of interacting neural assemblies the abrupt switching between synchronous and stochastic random activity has been observed (Bauer & Pawelzik, 1993) . This neural random-like activity may implicate that the cortical oscillatory activity which leads to "self-synchronization transitions" may serve as a paradigm for synchronization phenomena and a mode of self-organization in populations of interacting neurons (Kuramoto 1984; Acebron et al. 2005) . These findings could have a great significance because synchronization phenomena linked to integration of different neural events into a coherent whole enable mental phenomena and consciousness (Singer 2001; Lee et al. 2003 
